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Exceptional figures: 225 new international 
companies settle in Vienna despite COVID crisis  

Second-highest annual figure: Undiminished international 
interest in Vienna as a business location 

(Vienna, 29/03/2022) A total of 225 international businesses put down roots in Vienna in 2021, 

the second-highest annual figure in the city’s recent history. This result shows that the city remains 

extremely attractive to companies, even in times of crisis.  

 

Mayor Michael Ludwig said: “The clear commitment that 225 international companies have made to 

Vienna shows that our stable, forward-looking approach is regarded as a basis for economic 

success, including internationally.”  

 

International companies opting to establish new bases in Vienna also has direct economic effects. 

The 225 newly arrived businesses have invested €442 million in Vienna and created 2,673 jobs.  

 

The City of Vienna has intensified its international marketing activities in the past year to ensure 

that Vienna is ever-present on the radar of international companies. 

 

“We won’t let up with our international efforts to market Vienna as a business location and will 

press ahead systematically with our global activities. Especially in economically challenging times, 

it is all the more important to convince as many companies as possible that Vienna continues to 

provide fertile ground for economic success and international exchange,” says Peter Hanke, City 

Councillor for Economic Affairs. Moreover, Hanke underlines the consistently effective collaboration 

between the Vienna Business Agency and the Austrian Business Agency, which helps to lay the 

foundation for businesses successfully settling in Vienna.  
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The total value of new investment in 2021 increased by two-thirds (68%) on 2020, while the 

number of jobs created rose by more than half (56%) compared to the previous year. The figures 

for companies settling in the city remain below the record highs of 2019. However, after 

overcoming the coronavirus crisis, the city aims to set new records in the coming years. 

 

 

 

USA has Vienna on its radar  

The United States was one of the top three countries of origin for companies setting up new basis 

in Vienna in 2021. As in previous years, Germany was out in front with 41 companies, followed by 

Italy with 19 projects.  

 

“Despite travel restrictions, our international team contributed significantly to achieving these 

excellent results in 2021,” says Gerhard Hirczi, CEO of the Vienna Business Agency. “We know 

that we can convey the economic benefits of Vienna particularly effectively in face-to-face 

meetings. In these cases, when we offer our hand to companies looking to establish new 

subsidiaries, they are keen to grasp it.”  

 

The list for 2021 also include a few new names, as companies from Tunisia and Cameroon chose 

to settle in Vienna for the first time.  
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Vienna’s 225 new international companies span all sectors of the economy. A significant number 

of the businesses operate in the city’s focus areas of life sciences and ICT.  

 

One example is the US technology firm Dynatrace, which was founded in Linz in 2005 and now 

listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). The globally active company, which has its 

headquarters in Boston, opened a new research and development lab in Vienna last year. “Our 

software developers and product managers at our development centre in Vienna are working on 

new technologies to handle the massive increase in data. Our office in Vienna serves as an 

international tech hub connecting our development labs around the world. The perfect location 

beside Vienna Central Station and direct connections to Vienna Airport allow our teams to 

collaborate closely and in person,” says Florian Dorfbauer, Lab Lead at Dynatrace’s development 

lab. 

 

The programming school Codecool, originally founded in Budapest, has also decided to establish 

a base in Vienna. Codecool has made young adults its target group and hopes to help counter the 

shortage of skilled workers in the IT industry. “Vienna is an ideal business location for Codecool 

because there is huge demand for suitably qualified IT specialists in Austria.  

 

The IT industry is responsible for €1 of every €13 generated in Austria, almost half of the industry’s 

gross value added is concentrated in Vienna. Classic academic study programmes alone will never 

be able to cater to such high demand. We are convinced that we can counter the shortage of IT 

professionals with innovative approaches to training and education,” comments Sigrid Hantusch-

Taferner, Country Manager at Codecool Austria.  

 

More support services for international professionals  

In response to growing international interest in Vienna as a business location, the city is providing 

substantive support services for foreign professionals. For example, the Business Immigration 

Office (BIO) was set up last year as a new service point dedicated to issues surrounding residency 

rights. It unites the Vienna Business Agency’s expert consultancy with the administrative expertise 

of Municipal Department 35 (MA 35). The Vienna office of the Austrian Public Employment Service 
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(AMS Wien) is also integrated in many processes and assists with questions related to labour law. 

The aim is to make it easier for foreign professionals to settle in Vienna. In the roughly five months 

following the BIO’s launch, the Vienna Business Agency team has supported international 

professionals in more than 1,100 consultations – thereby helping to ensure that Viennese 

companies can recruit the employees they need with the requisite legal certainty. 

 

The Vienna Business Agency has now been advising international professionals looking to settle in 

Vienna for 11 years, assisting them with issues that go far beyond purely legal issues of residency 

permits. To date, the Vienna Business Agency has held 15,000 consultation sessions to provide 

individual assistance on topics related to changes in family situations, relocation and illness. 

 

The Vienna Business Agency expects to hold at least 2,500 consultation meetings each year 

across both service points – the Business Immigration Office and the Expat Center. 

 

Vienna Business Agency Expat Center:  

Schmerlingplatz 3, 1010 Vienna 

expatcenter@wirtschaftsagentur.at 

 

Business Immigration Office:  

Zelinkagasse 9/1, 1st Floor, 1010 Vienna 

businessimmigration@wirtschaftsagentur.at 

 

Press enquiries: 

Sabine Hacker  

Media Spokeswoman, City Councillor Peter Hanke 

+43 1 4000 81331 

sabine.hacker@wien.gv.at 

Uschi Kainz 

Communication, Vienna Business Agency 

+43 699 1408 6583 

kainz@wirtschaftsagentur.at 
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